
 

GOALS 

My goal as your next Western Region Representative is to make sure we are the 

most united region. I am going to make it my number one priority to have every 

leadership student connect with one another. I want our region to get to a point 

where we can all depend on each other for the utmost amount of success.  

So in order to achieve this goal, I’m going to create a program called the 

“council companion.” So every month I’m going to have one school interact with 

another by making them your council companion. So how I envision that is, I will 

make a trip Spanish Springs High school and Reed High school and assign each 

student to someone at the opposing school. The students will be provided with 

each other’s contact information and they’ll be summoned to converse with one 

another, hence them becoming your companion. 

 The aim of this is to have both student’s councils’ connect with each other. So in 

the future if Reed was having a huge event coming up, they wouldn’t hesitate to 

ask Spanish Springs for help. And you won’t have the same school for the whole 

year, I’ll switch them every 2 weeks or a month. So you’ll make a new friend from a 

different school every month! I will dedicate my whole self to our wonderful 

region and instill the assurance that I will be your companion and your voice. I 

will make sure that each and every single one of you can count on me to be there 

for you.   

 

STUDENT COUNCIL POSITIONS: 

2016-2017 SPIRIT COMMISIONER 

2017-2018 JUNIOR CLASS VICE PRESIDENT 

STATE CONFERENCES: 

2016 NASC TAKE THE LEAD 



2017 THE THRILL OF LEADERSHIP 

REGIONAL CONFERENCES: 

2015 LIVE IT UP 

2016 DEFY GRAVITY 

MIDLEVEL AT REED 2013 (DELEGATE) 

MIDLEVEL AT REED 2014 (DELEGATE) 

MIDLEVEL AT REED 2016 (JUNIOR COUNSELOR) 

OTHER EXTRA CURRIUCLARS: 

JV SWIM TEAM, IB AMBASSODER, WOOBETTS MENTOR, INTERACT CLUB  

 

MY MESSAGE 

Leadership has thought me that being the change is one of the best things we can 

participate in. Being there for your school and your peers is a noble gesture but when 

you genuinely enjoy it’s not a gesture it’s 2nd nature. I stay down in my leadership room 

till 6 almost every day, and I don’t find that annoying because I LOVE it. I love the fact 

that I’m helping Wooster go in a positive direction by being in leadership. So if I get the 

privilege of serving our whole region, I’ll be overjoyed and determined to make it my 

number one priority of being the best possible Wester Region Representative that we 

deserve. If you have any questions or concerns, please email me!(aali@aswhs.org) or text 

me! (775)247-4850   
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